I. INTRODUCTION
The Bethe logarithm (BL) represents the essentially nonrelativistic part of the Lamb shift arising from lowest-order quantum electrodynamic (QED) efFects in hydrogen and other one-electron ions. ' The one-electron BL also plays an important role in approximation schemes for many-electron atoms. ' BL's have been calculated by many authors in the years since Bethe's' original work on the 2s-2p Lamb shift in hydrogen, the most extensive tabulation being that of Klarsfeld and Maquet for all states up to n=8. Subsequently, Haywood and Morgan" obtained higher precision for the 1s and 2s states by the application of finite basis-set methods. Baker, Hill, and Morgan' have recently further improved the 1s value to 17 places to the right of the decimal.
Recent high-precision measurements of transition frequencies among the n=10 Rydberg states of helium' raise once again the need for a more extensive tabulation of BL's. For example, the one-electron Lamb shift contributes about 13 kHz to the ls10g-lslOh manifold of transitions, ' which is much larger than the +2-kHz accuracy of the measurements. The purpose of this paper is to tabulate BL's for all one-electron states up to n=20, and to discuss screened hydrogenic values for the corresponding Rydberg states of helium. The one-electron values are believed to be accurate to 14 or 15 places to the right of the decimal, which substantially exceeds any previous tabulation.
The lowest-order QED shift for an electron with quantum numbers n, I, j in a point Coulomb field of charge Ze and infinite mass is" (in atomic units) T where co(n', n) =(E"E"-)/R "and the sum includes all discrete states and an integration over the continuous spectrum. The g (nl, n') are related to oscillator strengths for transitions nl~n'1+1 by g(nl, n')=(3n /16)f (nl, n')co (n', n) .
( 
where B is the bound-state contribution and C the continuum contribution, and define the partial sum where ctj =5j, I+ t/2/(1+ 1) bj, l -1/2/1. The terms and --, ' come from electron self-energy and vacuum polarization corrections, respectively, and the last term containing cI. is the anomalous magnetic-moment correction. Bethe's mean excitation energy ko(nl) is defined by ln[ko(nl)/R"]= gg(nl, n')1 n~co( n', n)~, and pA' N be 'YN/N (8) obtained by solving two equations in two unknowns.
Then yz~y and P~~P as N~~. The complete sum over bound states is then approximated by Analytic expressions for P and y could be derived, but it is computationally simpler to estimate them from the last two terms included in (5) N no more than 10000 for the highest states, and much less for the lower states. A similar strategy was applied to the continuum part C= f u(v)dv,
0 with g f(nl, n')=I, (16) gg(nl, n')=5, 0 .
The largest deviations for 12 & n & 20 were 4 X 10 ' for Eq. (16) and 2X10 ' for Eq. (17). For n &11, the largest deviations were 8X10 " and 1X10 ", respectively.
The check sums for each state were used to assess the accuracy of the corresponding BL.
with E (i) =2' ' R " for i~1 and E(0) =10 ' R ".The last term in (15) is the small contribution to the integral from the interval 0& v E(0). The pz and y& are calculated as in Eqs. (7) and (8) from u (E) evaluated at E(N) and E (N -1), and N increased until C becomes stable to machine precision. This requires N=50 for l=0 and N =20 for 1%0. The entire calculation takes less than a minute per state on an IBM PC/AT. The above method was used to calculate simultaneously the check sums
III. RESULTS C is approximated by The two-electron BL is defined by an expression exactly analogous to Eq. (2) except that the one-electron transition integrals and frequencies are replaced by the corresponding two-electron quantities. ' Although direct calculations of the two-electron BL are diScult and have only been carried out for the ground state, ' they can be estimated from the data in Table I as For the high nL states, a useful approximation to the two-electron BL can be obtained by calculating the mean For the ls2p state, this gives o(2P) = -0.0075, which is in reasonable accord with the exact values above for the 1s2p 'P and P states. For the high nL states, one would expect o (nL)~o(nL). ' Since 1nko(ls, nL) can easily be calculated from Eq.
(20) and the results in Table I , this quantity is not separately tabulated. Values for n=10 are given in Ref. 12.
The results for the ls10f-ls10g and is10g-ls10h transition frequencies of helium are in close agreement with experiment. ' 
